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About This Content

With this pack you will receive a set of 5 emblematic Tales of weapons along with a full set of 8 costumes from previous Tales
of games!

This bundle includes:

 Leon's Sword

 Zelos' Sword

 Milla's Sword

 Yuri's Sword

 Luke's Sword

 Yuri from Tales of Vesperia's costume - Sorey

 Cheria from Taels of Graces f's costume - Alisha

 Leon from Tales of Destiny's costume - Mikleo
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 Mint from Tales of Phantasia's costume - Lailah

 Elise from Tales of Xillia's costume - Edna

 Milla from tales of Xillia 2's costume - Rose

 Luke from Tales of the Abyss' costume - Dezel

 Zelos from Tales of Symphonia - Zaveid
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Title: Tales of Zestiria - Pre-order items
Genre: RPG
Developer:
BANDAI NAMCO Studio Inc.
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4Ghz / AMD Athlon 64 X2 5200+, 2.6GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800GT / ATI Radeon HD 4830 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 12 GB available space

Additional Notes: Gamepad support

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Pros:
-Fun new outfits
-Content available early on, with some of the higher quality stuff appearing later

Cons:
-By the time you find it, the game already offers something better in terms of armor or damage potential
-Bad value for amount of added content; no real "meat" added to the game

Overall: Basically a DLC of extra outfits and weapons that are not normally available. The outfits are fun and the
weapons are passable - using a dead fish to kill enemies is always entertaining. But there's nothing here revolutionary.
The core game already has better armor available anytime you run across this expansion's content. 9.99 is too much.
Might be worth it on a heavy sale.

Bottom Line: Not really worth the money, even on a sale, but if you want extra outfits and weapons to choose from this
could be for you.. i dont even know. Nice DLC! Wish there wer more!. This game have a realistic lighting and setup.
But the scenes are so limited. And the gameplay is actually nothing more than walking simulator. The story line can be
completed with in 1 hour.

I won't recommend this kind of game to anyone. (Except that I hate them). I looked at updates, wondering "how many
new exciting stuff they added since I last time checked half a year ago?", and oh boy, what did I saw? First there is a
silence from the devs, no updates, then devs shows up and say "next developement updates will be released as paid
DLCs", and then they disappear for another 4 months.

Clearly, developement of this game is dead, one way or another.. Naw, game is pretty booty.
DRM is invasive.
Hilarious load times for a game such small resources.
No video options beyond window and full, awful scaling leaves everything blurry as all hell and not in a good way.
Capcom has mistaken 'Nintendo Hard' for bad design.

Not actually worth even the five dollars. Picked it up on sale, I could live without ever having played it.
It should be interesting to note that the game is literally an april fools joke, but don't spend the 5 dollars it costs to have
the joke on you.
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For being early access the game set at epic graphics runs fantastic!! It really has alot of potential.. The only thing I would love to
see as maybe a multiplayer aspect to it, not sure if thats part of the developement of the game but that would be great to have a
friend or 2 to be able to join in... fun if your r in to cars and like mud and offroading. won't run
i do alt+tab and enter again i see the home screen
please help me. Really great little game for $5 and the publisher is very active! Check out the demo versions on Newgrounds or
Kongrete if you want to get used to the game and see if you like it. I would also reccommend starting with Ranger and learn how
to bait and kite your targets if you are having trouble!. Good game, some crashes.. Clever use of weaker PC's power for an
adictive game. My reason for giving a negative review is controls. Was hoping to use on my windows tablet but fails as no
touch\/tilt controls options.. This is one of the few games where I wish I had another option for whether or not I recommend this
game. The game has some significant flaws, but given the low price point I did feel like I got value out of the experience.

Let's start with the good:

The aesthetic - The art style and music, while simple, really helped hold things together.

Replayability - There are multiple endings. I'm not sure how many, but at the time of writing this, I've found 2 different endings
and only have 2\/11 achievements so it seems like there are still more things for me to find.

The bad:

The translation - As others have noted, the translation needed a lot more work. For a game that is entirely story driven, the
translation needed to be much better. While I could at least figure out the meaning in the majority of the text, there are still a
couple parts where I have no idea what the game is trying to communicate to me.

Options - There are none. No keybindings or resolution options. To the best of my knowledge, the game only shows you the
controls the very first time you start the game.
Edit: There is an options menu as the developer pointed out. Pressing F1 will take you to the options menu. There are currently
no resolution options, but you can rebind keys.

Gameplay - Searching can get a bit frustrating. Searching the desks can yield different results depending on which side you
search from. While this does make some level of sense, it's compounded by other issues. The main issue being that sometimes
you have to search a spot twice in order to get something out of it. So you search all 4 sides of a desk and get the same reaction
each time and assume there's nothing there. Well no, because you needed to search one side twice in order to get an item.

Final thoughts:
It's a game with a bad translation, some frustrating game mechanics, and a playthrough takes about 20 minutes. All that said, I
found the story and overall atmosphere compelling enough to keep playing and searching everywhere to try to find all the
endings. Given the low price point, I felt like I got enough value out of the game and still have probably another hour or so to go
if I want to try and find everything. I'm giving this game a thumbs up because I enjoyed it despite it's flaws, but there are
definitely issues I could see being deal-breakers for most people.. Pretty cool! Better in a group, communication is necessary to
solve the puzzles quickly enough. I just wish there would be more rooms at this point.. Very simple. I wouldn't really regard this
as a true game, but more of an excellent demo of the potential of VR. For free, it is an amazing experience you will not regret
trying out, and a great way to show friends and family an interactive VR enviroment for free.
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